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Taylor criminal trespass warning brings arrest
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Editor

A Confederate flag. A truck and a
jeep full of white males. And two
minority female students. Put them
together and the need may arise for
police intervention. And so it did.
This summer an incident occurred
which Mike Row, director of cam
pus safety, said "assisted in motivat
ing us to review our policies and
then make a determination that we
probably need to add something to
our policy, something that had more
teeth in it."
On June 27, two Bahamian stu
dents, Bianca Lightborne and
Yolanda Taylor, who were living in
the Carriage House, were the targets
of what was considered a racially

prejudicial act. The police report
stated that, at approximately 10:30
p.m. on the 27th, two vehicles, a
jeep and a full sized pick up truck
with several male passengers inside,
were parked in the north Swallow
Robin parking lot.
The men followed the girls to their
home and shined their vehicles'
bright headlights into the Carriage
House. Taylor said that she and
Lightborne were returning from
Lance's in Gas City and were un
locking the door to the house when
they noticed the guys. "Once we
•"saw them and saw the Confederate
flag, we ran in, of course. And in
the front there's a glass window that
did have a curtain, but you could see
right through it. Bianca used the
phone in the kitchen to call campus
safety, but they could see in. They

were watching all of that.'
Taylor said that the men were in
front of their home for about four
minutes. And in one of the vehicles,
someone honked out a tune of what
Taylor called "Dixie music" with
the horn while a Confederate flag
was flying.
According to Taylor, the campus
safety officer that Lightborne spoke
with told her that there was nothing
he could do. Taylor said, "Bianca
couldn't believe [the campus safety
officer] said that. So, she just hung
up... We spent the night at a friend's
house." The two slept at home the
following night. "But it was not
easy. Ican tell you that,"Taylor said.
On June 29, Lightborne and Tay
lor discussed the incident with Row
and Wynn Lembright. Taylor said,
"That was just a meeting where we

expressed our concern. We just
wanted to see if there was some
place we could go, to see if Taylor
would do anything for us."
Row said that Nicholas Guerin, an
Upland community member who,
was given acriminal trespass warn
ing in May 1998 because he was
caught swimming inTaylor Lake af
ter hours without permission, was a
suspect in the June 27 disruption.
Once given to an "unwanted" visi
tor, the trespass warning, which had
to be approved by theGrant County
prosecutor, gives campus safety the
right to arrest the person if he or she
returns to campus, or any Taylorowned property, on grounds of
criminal trespassing.
Guerin was not identified on June
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Parents' Weekend promises to deliver 'flavor of Taylor'
with "Hymns Triumphant: Majes
tic Expressions of Faith" a concert
performed by Taylor's music de
Campus Editor
partment Following the concert will
be a time of fellowship and refresh
Parents' Weekend begins today, ments in the dining commons.
Saturday will commence with a
and according to Director of Parent
Programs Priscilla Wynkoop, par family breakfast, followed by guest
ents are sure to "experience the fla speaker Bob Nienhuis, former vice
president of Taylor University Ft.
vor of Taylor."
Orignally Parents' Weekend be Wayne. Latter activities include fac
gan as more of a "Parents' Day," ulty hour, where parents can meet
taking place on Saturday. The with professors, residence hall open
event's evolution into a weekend- houses and a home football game
long activity involved the establish against Iowa Wesleyan College, as
ment of the Parents' Association in well as other sporting events. Also
1978 and the creation of the Parents' taking place on Saturday are the
Cabinet in 1982. This Cabinet General Store and the Harvest Buf
would eventually become respon fet which, according to Wynkoop,
sible for hosting Parents' Weekend. is traditionally a "very popular din
Wynkoop acknowledged the Par ing experience." Afterwards Bruce
ents' Cabinet as the driving force Carroll and First Call will be enter
behind Parent's Weekend, stating taining in Rediger Auditorium. The
that they "provide major help in the evening will conclude with tin ice
cream social.
execution of the event."
Parents' Weekend will wrap upon
Much work remains for Parents'
Weekend staff to accommodate the Sunday morning with two worship
1,000 to 1,500 people arriving on services featuring the President, Jay
campus this afternoon. But Kesler. Lunch will start at 11 a.m.
According to Wynkoop, the main
Wynkoop warns parents to "get
plenty of rest and prepare for a busy goal of Parents' Weekend is to
"bring parents and families to cam
two days."
The schedule of events begins pus to celebrate and experience
some of Taylor's
campus life."
She added, "Par
ents really enjoy
seeing their kids
in musical and
athletic events we even have
some grandpar
ents coming. We
offer parents who
could not attend
ABB1E REESE/The Echo the opportunity to
Mac Guffey and Doug Randall paint a second purchase care
packages for
coat on the "S" of "TROJANS" Thursday.
their students.
MIKE SCHUELER

ABBIE REESE/The Echo

Mike Craigun and Jerry Stair try to push the RV hook-up box into
the ground Thursday in anticipation for Parent's Weekend. Stiff
wires held it up. Jay Kesler stopped earlier to check on the progress
and to commend the men for their hard work.
Overall, we try to generate a happy
atmosphere that everyone can en
joy-"
Another goal of Parents' Weekend
is to raise money for the Parents'
Assistance Fund. "This ftind serves
to financially support students in
times of emergency, whether
through aiding with medical billsor
simply helping to buy a plane ticket
home," Wynkoop said. Revenue is
generated though sales made at the
General Stpre, which is managed by
T

the Parents' Cabinet. A large num
ber of sale items are made by Tay
lor parents themselves, and all items
are divided into two markets: some
are available for purchase inside a
white tent which will be set up next
to the dining commons,, while all
other items can be obtained through
a silent auction within the DC itself.
The General Store raises $5,000 -
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SAC spelling bee receives crowd participation
the bee. Sommer said that SAC
KENDRA LIGHTFOOT
was hoping for 15 and was very
Associate Editor
excited to get more than it wanted.
The winner was senior Isaac
Junior Josh Uecker's voice rang
Kellogg.
out steadily. "Bachelor. B-A-C-HThe themeof the event was, what
E-L-O-R. Bachelor." There is a
else,
bees.The prizes were chosen
tense hush throughout the dining
accordingly:
the first runner-up
commons. A pause. "Correct."
won
a
dictionary,
a jar of honey
The D.C. erupts into applause.
and
some
candy,
the
second run
Think you just stepped back into
ner
up
took
home
Honey
Nut
junior high? If you're picturing a
Cheerios,
honey
and
more
candy
spelling bee, you're right. If you're
and the grand prize was cookies
picturing pigtails and stem-look
from
the grill, a dictionary, more
ing teachers, you're wrong.
honey and a big
box of Honey
combs cereal.
The first stu
dent to get
knocked out of
the bee re
ceived a foam
alphabet toy.
SAC also has
events planned
for Parents'
Weekend. A
golf scramble
was originally
scheduled for
tomorrow, but
was
cancelled
btttc OAVIS/The Echo
because
the
Rob Geiger congratulates senior Isaac Kellogg and Jonathan Coombs shakes his
hand after Kellogg wins the SAC spelling bee Wednesday. The winning word was
Parents' Asso
Wednesday night, the first-ever
SAC spelling bee was held in the
dining commons during dinner.
Jon Sommer, vice-president for
student activities, said, "I think it
[the spelling bee] went very well.
The people involved seemed to
have a good time. There seemed
to be a lot of crowd participation.
When the first person got out, there
was a loud, 'Awwwww' from all
over the DC, which I thought was
very funny."
Sixteen students participated in

ciation had one planned for the
same day. However, SAC will still
sponsor the First Call, Bruce
Carroll concert on Saturday night.
The concert will start at 8:15 p.m.
Sommer said, "If the tickets aren t
sold out, they're very, very close."
A karoake party and open mic

• f ,
*11 ^/iniir novt Thlirc
night
will
occur next Thursday
night at 8:15 p.m. in union.
Sommer said the the event will be
laid back, "kind-of a coffee house
kind-of-thing." He said, "Who
knows, maybe a budding star will
come out of this."

INTERNET ACCESS

$14.95.

•$14.95 Per Month Unlimited Time
•ALL LINES 56k X2 ACCESS *

664-4447
BPS Internet Inc.
This is a special offer to Taylor University Faculty and
Students to allow access to the local network through a
dial up Internet conncectlon

* X2 w* be functional Nov. 261997

"idiosyncrasy." The bee was held at the Dining Commons during the dinner hour.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

NATIONAL NEWS

STATE NEWS

MOSCOW, Russia (UPI)-Russian president Boris Yeltsin
and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat have held talks in
Moscow on the Middle East peace process. Arafat urged
Yeltsin to take a more active role in the negotiations and to
send a special envoy to Washington to take part in planned
talks between Arafat and Israeli prime minister Netanyahu.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The House voted to launch a for
mal impeachment inquiry into the charges against Presi
dent Clinton. The tally was 258 to 176 with 31 Democrats
voting in favor. The resolution gives the House Judiciary
Committee the go-ahead to proceed with an investigation
of independant counsel Kenneth Starr's allegations.

BLOOMINGTON (UPI)-Indiana University officials
learned Thursday that Congress voted to award one million
dollars toward the development of a new cancer treatment
center at the IU Cyclotron Facility. The center will be called
the Midwest Proton Radiation Institute.
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$8,000 annually.
Though Parents' Weekend is
typically viewed as an occasion
tailored for parents, the students
also play an essential role as they
help guide parents through their
new rooms, apartments and
houses.
*
English Hall resident Sara
Lemke and family were "very in
volved" with Parents' Weekend
her freshman year. "One of the
things my parents really loved was
being able to meet all my friends
and take them out to dinner. It
helped them put everything to
gether." In contrast, the family
strayed from the program and
"just did family stuff' during
Lemke's sophomore tenure.
"Parents' Weekend experiences
vary from family to family and
year to year," said junior Kristen
Kempf. "My parents really loved
the concert put on by the Taylor
music groups, but I think being to
gether as a family was most im
portant. We were a lot like Sara

[Lemke] in that respect. My fresh
man year we stayed on campus but
last year I just wanted to get away
from Taylor and have some good
family time." In conclusion she
added that "your freshman year
you've only experienced college
for a month and a half. It's impor
tant for parents to make the con
nection from descriptions in phone
conversations to actually seeing
things."
Sophomore Jeff Boutwell
agreed. He said, "My parents defi
nitely enjoyed it and are coming
back this year. It was good for
them; they got to see my environ
ment."
Wynkoop has directed four Par
ents' Weekends, but this will be
her last. She has "enjoyed watch
ing families reunite, and enjoyed
serving Taylor, both students and
parents." Wynkoop said, "Without
parents, Taylor University
wouldn't exist. I know parents
sacrifice to send their kids here,
and I wanted to give something
back. Parents' Weekend is just one
small way I can do that. It's lots
of work, but lots of fun."

Pizza Special! j
$8.99 Medium Edge Pizza I
$11.99 Large Edge Pizza I
with up to three toppings! I
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27, but he did later return to cam
pus. So, with the criminal trespass
warning law and the case report,
Taylor campus safety filed a war
rant for Guerin's arrest. The judge
granted the arrest warrant, and the
Upland police department arrested
Guerin for criminal trespassing.
The judge's acceptance of the
criminal trespass warning in this
case was the precident which made
it law. Guerin plead guilty to the
criminal trespass chaiges butdid not
admit to having been involved in the
Carriage House disruption.
Guerin was put on probation. But
Row said that campus safety talked
to Guerin's probation officer and in
sisted that his probation be revoked
if he returned to campus again. If
that happens, Row said Guerin will
be sentenced to at least two months
in jail. And Row said, "We've no
ticed a decrease in the number of
young men on campus who are
looking for trouble. Word spreads
very quickly. Other potential trouble
makers know we mean business."

State Farm
is there.*

COVENANT
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
and the Francis Schaefftr Iruhrute

Dennis Roach
Agent
144 E. Main St.
674-9831
E-mail: stfrml@comteck

1-800-264-8064
12330 Conway RtL
St. Louts, MO 63141
www.covenanlseiiiinaiy.edu
•-moil: 'odmiBi«ns@<ov«Mitsominaiy.*du*

Sate Farm
Inwurani* Oompanie*
Home Offices:
Wooimngwxt, iHinwi*

across campus alone. The beepers
for this service will be provided by
campus safety.
Jackson described working with
campus safety by saying, "It's been
wonderful. All the suggestions that
were made have been listened to and
have had action taken on them. But
we just really need some extra of
ficers though."
Row said that campus safety "is
not taking this lightly ... we want
every student to feel safe here. Now
I'm not naive in this endeavor. I un
derstand that it's a fallen world out
there and that we can't, even if we
built a fence that was 20 feet high
with barbed wire on top, we're not
going to be able to guarantee
everyone's safety 100 percent of the
time. In a fallen world we try to
make assessments of dangerous
situations and then combat those
situations as necessary."
Taylor shared, "It would have
been nice if [campus safety] would
have had a policy about [criminal
trespassing] before. It's comforting
to know that Taylor might help stu
dents out on this in the future."

Campus Calendar
Friday, Oct. 9
Parents' Weekend
registration begins at 4 p.m.

Men and Women's Cross Country
at IPFW Invitational
must present this coupon at time of purchase|
4 p.m.
I
Men and Women's MCC Tourna
ment
at
Indianapolis Tennis Center
COVENANT

Like a

But when students came back to
school and found out about the in
cident at the Carriage House, many
minority females expressed to
Thaddis Jackson, vice president of
the multicultural council, a concern
for their safety. So, last week Jack
son went to Row, and the two be
gan brainstorming on how to im
prove the safety of Taylor's campus.
Row and Jackson believe there
should be an additional campus
safety officer working a split shift
at nights. Jackson said the split shift
will consist of one officer on foot
and one patrolling by car. Also, they
wanted to hand out bookmark-size
cards which will tell students what
to do in emergency situations. Jack
son said that university press is now
in the process of developing the
cards.
Row and Jackson also planned to
begin a volunteer student escort ser
vice. Jackson explained that male
students will be able to sign up for
an on-duty time in which they will
be responsible for escorting female
students who call their beeper. This
way, women will not have to walk

Volleyball Tournament
at MI Dearborn
TBA
Parents' Weekend Concert:
"Hymns Triumphant!"
8 p.m. R/A

Compiled by Mike Schueler

"First Call" and "Bruce Carroll"
8 p.m. R/A

SAC Orphan's Night

Saturday, Oct. 10
Women's Soccer at St. Francis
1 p.m.
Football - Iowa Wesleyan College
1:30 p.m.
Volleyball Tournament
at MI Dearborn
TBA

Tuesday, Oct. 13
Women's Soccer at Huntington
3:30 p.m.
Volleyball at Bethel
7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 14
Men's Soccer at Huntington
3:30 p.m.

Men and Women's MCC Tourna
ment
at Indianapolis Tennis Center
Men's Soccer - St. Francis
3 p.m.

Taylor Family Dinner
6 p.m. DC

Thursday, Oct. 15
SAC Karoake
8:15 p.m. Union

Welcome Parents!

Country Corner
Florists
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on|V"

$6.50

Candy & Balloon Bouquets!
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HARDWARE

244 E. Main
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BICYCLE SALES
A N D SERVICE
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processing mail for
national company! Free
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ing! Bonuses! Start imme
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ntty!
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Avis gives to Taylor: community benefits from generosity
JEREMIE SOLAK

Features Editor
Eighty Taylor students are cross
ing the Main Street in professional
attire eight times a day on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. They cross,
the streets to sit in comfortable
chairs in Avis Industrial
Corporation's community and
board rooms. This opportunity has
occurred for students in the foursec
tions of Business Management.
"Mr. Boren has not only given us
a room, but he's given us his best,"
said Business Professor Jim Coe.
Avis Corp. and Leland and LaRita
Boren (the owners of Avis) are not
chance supporters of Taylor Univer
sity. LaRita Boren is a sitting mem
ber of the board of trustees, and
Leland Boren has become good
friends with Jay Kesler.
"Leland Boren is a very unusual
Christian man," Kesler said. "He
has been successful in business in
an unbelievable way. He is a genius
in business... he isa great egalitar
ian. He believes in people."
There was a scheduling problem
in findinga room that would be able
to meet the needs of the manage
ment class.
Coe said, "He [Boren] offered
this so that we could use the board
and community rooms to teach the
classes."
Coe said that this is wonderful for
the class because it tries to give stu
dents a "taste of real world experi
ence." The students need to come
professionally dressed, at least in

ABBIE KEESE/The Echo

As usual, students in 9 a.m. management meet in the Avis
building Wednesday, not for lack of space on campus, but
rather to give students a sense of the business setting.
businesses' "casual Friday" attire. Avis' rooms, Boren is also having
Avis executivesspeak to theclasses
No t-shirts or shorts are allowed.
'The students have really been about the business world. Kesler
doing well in honoring [the profes sees Leland Boren's generosity as a
sional dress code]," Coe added.
gift to Taylor.
In addition to letting Taylor use
"He is a wonderfully committed

man," Kesler said. "He probably
assumes that everyone with his sta
tion in life is generous and giving
and all as he is. And he is wrong in
that regard. Many people are filled
with' greed. He is an amazing man
in that he is a wealthy man almost
without greed. And that is a won
derful thing. He isan unusual friend.
He's a wonderful friend. He is our
kind of guy."
Coe has found this semester's part
nership with Avis to be very useful
and beneficial to Taylor students. He
has been very pleased with the class.
Coe and Boren will assess the class
to determine how this will continue
into the future.
"In my estimation, it has been
going very well. I'm very positive
about it," Coe commented.
Coe also mentioned other ways
that Boren has been involved with
Taylor programs.
"He's [also] a strong supporter of
our Russian MBA program," Coe
added.
The program has been established
in conjunction with Nizhni
Novgovod University in Russia,
which, is one of its largest universi
ties. The program offers a Western
viewpoint on business and ethics.
Two groups came this summer: one
of politicians and one of business
owners.
Kesler sees Boren striving to help
Taylor in a myriad of ways. He dis
cussed some of the Boren history
with the community.
"He and Mrs. Boren have come
to Upland almost penniless and have
built a very impressive industrial

empire, as it were," Kesler said.
"They have been involved individu
ally with students, in countless,
mostly anonymous ways, helping
many, many students, including the
Bahamian students, who now are
almost all here in some way con
nected with Mr. Boren's interest He
has been involved in capital projects
over the years, and has now given
the lead gift for our Capital Cam
paign, and is taking leadership now.
Now he does not draw a salary from
his business. He is a volunteer at his
own company.And he has made his
time and airplane available to me."
Kesler also commented on the
character of Leland Boren and how
that relates to Taylor.
"He is not a snob. He lives a
simple life. He loves ordinary
people," he added. "He is not im
pressed by pomp and that kind of
thing. And I think in some ways
Taylor and Leland Boren fit each
other very much, because Taylor
isn't interested in pretense and
speaking with affectation and that
kind of thing."
Kesler has appreciated his friend
ship and advice. "And I'm looking
forward, actually, to the next five to
ten years, spending more time with
Leland Boren...," he said. "He is a
person who understands the world
and people with resources and is
able to guide me and give me in
struction on how to go about the
Capital Campaign."
Students will be crossing the
streets to Avis as the generosity of
the Borens continues to make its
way to Taylor.

Conservatism on campus

Student backgrounds create 'homogenous community'
SUZANNE M. CHAMBERLIN

Staff Writer
Remember your first class at Tay
lor? You were a freshman, carrying
your backpack on one shoulder and
hiding in the bathroom stall to look
at your schedule so no one would
know that you didn't know where
you were going. Yeah, now you re
member. (It's all right class of2002,
we all did it. Just use both straps now
and lose the purses, okay?)The rea
son some of us remember our first
class can be traced to two words—
Professor Loy. We were scared.
(You poli-sci majors understand.^
Most of us had come from Chris
tian high schools; we used the word
"liberal" sparingly (mostly in prayer
for the misled), so you can imagine
our surprise when the words "I am"
and "Democrat" were spoken in the
same sentence on the first day of
class. Several students gasped, some
were incapable of speech and two
of us resolved to fast for that
evening.
For almost four years now, a hand
ful of students have been reassur
ing our parents after question of,
"But, you're still conservative,
right?" and yet, even after mum
bling yes, we've come to realize that

there's no opinion on Taylor's cam
pus that we respect more than Philip
Loy's. Chances are, if you haven't
had Loy or Steve Hoffmann for
class, some of you haven't been ex
posed to an in-depth conversation
with a liberal or Democrat. Instead,
we hear the words "pro-choice" or
"gay rights" and we run, hands over
our ears, to another end of campus
with 2,000-plus students and rest in
the knowledge that we're "safe."
This trend is one that has recently
captured the attention of Taylor's
faculty and other outsideobservers.
Over the last few years or so, the
label "homogeneous community,"
(one in which the views of a major
ity of students are the same) has in
creasingly been associated with
Taylor students. In addition to this,
a gradual lack of diversity results in
both actions and convictions on
campus.
Professor Loy acknowledged the
pattern. "Yes, there is a tendency
toward a homogeneous community,
but that can be traced to the in
creased cost of attendance and ad
mission standards. What we have is
a campus full of bright, affluent kids.
And bright affluent kids from evan
gelical families tend to be conser
vative."
Jay Kesler has remarked that there

are several things to commend in a
movement such as this. 'Taylor stu
dents are counter-cultural in the
sense that as national norms go in
one direction,Taylor's not going as
fast, and in some cases, Taylor
moves in a completely different di
rection. For instance, it's assumed
now that college students are sup
posed to be sexually active; Taylor
students are not, even less so than a
few years ago. And drinking and
drug problems are the same. So if
that's what we mean by 'conserva

tive' than, yes, they are, and I ap
plaud that with all my heart."
For reasons such as this, the con
servative message holds broad ap
peal both within and outside the
Christian movement. Every Ameri
can has a desire for the freedom to
practice religion, enjoy free speech,
and participate in the duties of citi
zenship. What, then, would explain
the overt animosity toward Chris
tians?
Hoffmann suggested that this may
partly be the fault of our evangeli
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Three white Pontiacs were randomly parked next to each other in
Swallow's west parking lot Wednesday night. Homogeneous sights
are common at Taylor.

cal spokesmen: "There is a tendency
to emphasize conflict and cultural
wars between Christians and others.
When this happens, it becomes
more difficult for Christians to en
gage in a dialogue; it is more diffi
cult to be civil."
Many claim it is due to our reac
tion or non-reaction to issues. The
Christian subculture is largely re
sponsible for making issues such as
"censorship" and "family values"
issues in the first place. Sixty years
ago, debates such as these would
have never been politically relevant.
Now, due to a large cultural shift,
the government has been saddled
with the responsibility of legislat
ing morality on an individual level.
For instance, ethical concerns such
as purchasing handguns are no
longer personal, autonomous deci
sions. Regardless of whether the in
dividual would like the gun imme
diately, he is expected to be subor
dinate to a law which requires a cer
tain waiting period. Issues such as
these are beginning toconsume gov
ernmental activities.
As a result, the Republican and
Democratic platforms are no longer
focused on economics, foreign re
lations, or national security, (typi-
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Caffeine infiltrates Taylor: students fall prey
MIKE SCHUELER

Campus Editor
"I'm addicted to caffeine!" cries
freshman Andrew Crowe. Such is
the cry of many Taylor residents,
students and faculty alike. Quite
possibly the staple substance for lit
erally millions of all-nighters' and
early mornings, caffeine has be
come a part of everyday life. People
around the globe have depended on
coffee and similar products since the
turn of the century, and as America
rapidly moves into a new millen
nium, change is nowhere in sight.
Chunk, quishhhhhhhhh, chunck.
Chunk, quishhhhhhhhh, chunck. It
begins. Very subtly at first, almost
imperceptibly. Over and over again,
in seemingly endless repetition, the
DC soda fountains toil, mixing and
secreting carbonated beverages for
the enjoyment of all. Like eternal
springs they constantly flow, bear
ing forth new life- or at the very least
reviving that which is half-asleep.
Nearby at the Jumping Bean, lines
form like clouds, culminating at the
register where hands fly between
coinage and beverage, exchanging
one for the other, in promise of a
ABBIE REESE/The Echo
prized caffeine bearing coffee drink,
Freshman Lanette Sommer says her dorm refridgerator isn't
whether mocha or espresso or always this full with pop. A care package from her mom bulked it.
straight black coffee.
And just across the room in the
Where did all this stuff come Wengatz's lobby. I really crave it
bookstore, caffeine lies like a preda from? Why this seemingly sudden in the afternoons when I'm tired. A
tor in wait; pure, compact, with a infiltration of caffeinated. products little caffeine always does the job."
gel-coating for easy consumption, into the lives of various unsuspect
Freshman Josh Goad would agree.
attractively packaged in bright ing individuals? When did this great "I have this class early in the morn
boxes printed with smiling faces; dependence arise? Ladies and ing which I usually doze in. Yester
faces of those who remain wonder gentlemen, welcome to college life. day the teacher, Professor Spiegel,
fully alert and un-plagued by the
Andrew Crowe has come to terms gave us chocolate-coated coffee
troubles of sleep deprivation, beings with his condition he accepts the fact beans. The taste was exquisite, and
which owe their virtual state of eu that he's addicted. And why it kept me wideawake for the whole
phoria to mass-produced products shouldn't he be? "It's always avail hour."
Used by Taylor students primarily
able, whether in the DC or
like Vivarin and No-Doze.
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cal governmental agendas) but ethi
cal concerns such as violence on
television and so on. American leg
islators are being asked to become
parents to every adult and child
across the United States. And in
creasingly, the church is banding
together to mobilize a response and
give input.
Whether we agree or not, and
sadly, whether we've thought of it
at all, we let our culture speak for
us all—our Christian culture in
cluded. We are homogeneous, partly
because, in our naivete, we feel that
merely because someone is Chris
tian, they hold the same views as
we do. And yet, just as there is great
diversity within the church, there is
great diversity among individual
Christians as well.
While in college, some of you
who have had Loy or others find
yourselves very nearly converted to
a libera] viewpoint. We start out en
dorsing Republicans because our
parents are Republican; we didn't
think to ask why they are. After all,
Democrats fight for equality, minor
ity rights, welfare, and helping the
oppressed just as Jesus did. But the

negative side of Taylor's homoge
neous community doesn't allow* for
questioning, because questions are
very rarely sparked unless there is
something contradictory to spark
with. Professor Loy states that, "In
the cnd, the evangelical community
takes out a large educational dy
namic."
Without examination, Christians
become stagnant. We accept the
views of our Christian brother be
cause he is Christian, not because
we have delved into the Bible and
searched for points of compatibil
ity. This blind acceptance then be
comes a form of legalism, which
contributes to the cynicism that we
harbor toward the "biblically unin
formed" and also the animosity that
the secular movement directs to
ward the church.
When we are only exposed to our
own convictions and they are mir
rored back to us, we have a consid
erable tendency toward a flat rejec
tion of any counter-perspectives,
and experience little incentive to
participate; after all, "my faith
speaks for me." Unfortunately, then
we are not only stagnant, legalistic,
and apathetic, but elitist as well. Dr.
Hoffmann states "Christians have
overlooked the need to be humble,

which has interfered with our effort
to promote positive engagement."
We Christians hold the truth in our
hands, never mind that there are
"gray areas," believing we are al
ways right on issues of morality.
Everything combines to create an
attitude that we need not interact
with someone who supports liberal
causes. But ironically, many tenets
-of political liberalism are based on
biblical principles. "Ideas of rights
and tolerance have deep roots in
Christianity," says Hoffmann.
"Christianity does equal political
liberalism, but their foundations are
similar." Neglecting this affinity
may also be a collective fault of the
church as well. We've foigotten that
ours is a nation of diversity and that
there is a degree of strength within.
Certainly, partial fault for the di
gression of our culture does lie with
us. How we say something is often
more important than what we say.
And sometimes, just "shutting up"
and listening speaks more for our
cause as Christians than anything
else. Maybe there ought to be an
emphasis on education instead: Dig
ging into the other side, aiming for
intellectual encounters, not avoid
ance. Only then can we see its mer
its and faults and effectively argue

for late-night study purposes, after
midnight caffeine runs rampant.
Tanesha Eldridge knows its ben
efits. "I was up 'till 3:30 studying
for a test on ethnic and minority is
sues. I had a nasty Diet Coke and a
bunch of M & M's-but they kept
me awake, and I was prepared for
the test the next morning."
Sophomore Chad Burton likes to
stray from the traditional course;
however, he prefers Mountain Dew
to Pepsi or Coke. "Besides," he says,
"it has more caffeine anyway." Bur
ton employed three Mountain Dews
late one night last year when he had
both a program due for Introduction
to Computer Science and a test to
study for in Interpersonal Commu
nication. "I can't lie to you," he
stated plainly, "It was very benefi
cial." Needless to say, Burton fin
ished the program and got a B+ on
the test. Yet another victory secured
for caffeine.
Despite caffeine's flawless record,
as with any good thing, there are
tragic stories of abuse—stories of
anguish, regret, and self-destruction.
Samuel Morris resident Adam
Sparks recalls one fateful morning
which will haunt him for the rest of
his life. It is a morning which serves
as an example to all, and speaks of
the horrors of caffeine gone seri
ously awry.
"I was a just a freshman in high
school. My buddy and I had this
problem of dozing off during chapel
service, and well, we thought we
had come up with a solution. Some
how we got our hands on this stuff
called No-Doze. We were young
and didn't know what we were do
ing—we took seven each. I think it
was equivalent to something like 14
coffees. We were freaking out in
chapel: shaking and nervous—we
what is right.
Homogeneous? Yes, perhaps we
are and should become more so. Ho
mogeneously respectful to be open
toward a more liberal and unfamil
iar philosophy, which we could ul
timately debate and process intelli
gently. Who knows, maybe you will
cross over. But I think it's safe to
say that God won't judge us if we
have a donkey or an elephant after
our names, only if we have served
him well.
So, Professor Loy, you've con
vinced us. Even Democrats can go
to heaven.

couldn't sit still." Fortunately
Sparks and his associate recovered.
When questioned about the experi
ence, Sparks can only reply, "It was
awesome! I'd do it again!" Simply
terrifying.
There are those rare individuals
who can escapecaffeine's siren-like
call. Turning to other vices, they
seek alternatives and hope to avoid
the snare of Pepsi, coffee, No-Doze,
etc. Sophomore Mark Feldman
hates coffee, and has found that

"caffeine has no effect" oir.him. " I
prefer anything sweet-sugar's more
important than caffeine."
Freshman Amber McClure avoids
all-nighters in general as much as
possible. "I prefer juice, water, or
milk to pop anyway," she said.
Swallow Robin resident Ryan
Woods has a more health conscious
approach to late night alertness.
"Usually, I'll go out for a run to
wake up and get me going," he
staled.
In any case, caffeine is a monster
that cannot and will not be stopped.
Students' only hope is to embrace it
with open arms, in whatever form
it should find them, liquid or solid.
A word of caution to other potential
caffe-holics-caffeine can be both
very helpful and very harmful. And
remember, friends don't let friends
drive wired.
the 17th, SAC is showing the 3D
movie "Creature from the Black
Lagoon" at 8:15. 3-D glasses will
be available and the event will be
held either outside or in Rediger
Auditorium. The cost is $2.

Hev Parents
Subscribe to the
Echo and keep up
with Taylor news.
One Year Subsription:
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Sommer also said that SAC is
excited about events coming on
Saturday, Oct. 17. In the morning,
SAC will take a group to Muncie
to help with the Blood and Fire
Ministry. Sommer said, "We're go
ing to be going door-to-door and
taking groceries. The whole pur
pose is to give SAC a new dimen
sion of ministry and I'm really ex
cited about that." Students can sign
up in TSO office or just show up
at nine at the D.C. The group will
return at noon. In the evening of

Leave your name,
address and check
(payable to The
Echo ) in the
Communication
Department Office
or call
—

1-765-998-5359.
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When Enough Is Enough Isn't Quite Enough
For the record, three items require clarification that were printed in an October 2 editorial column: the relationship
of public servants£isneros, Ralston, McKinney and Flynn to the presidential scandal; false attribution of a statement
by Bill Clinton to me; and the omission of two critically significant statements made by Mr. Clinton in the recent past.
(1) Henry Cisneros, former Secretary of Housing and appointee of Mr. Clinton, was forced to resign from office
over charges that he had been paying money to a mistress to keep her quiet and that he sought to muscle others into
silence as well. If Cisneros, whose trial is this November, is convicted, hecould face a maximum sentenceof 50 years
in prison, resulting from chaiges of conspiracy to obstruct justice. Food for presidential (and congressional) thought.
(2) Barely a year ago Air Force Gen. Joseph Ralston had his promotion to the post of Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff shot down after it was learned that the General had had an affair with a civilian employee 13 years prior.
Clearly, the Joint Chiefs feared the perception of tolerating a double standard. (3) Army Sgt Maj. Gene McKinney, as
many will recall, was in fact caught in this double standard. Six charges of sexual harassment were raised against him
- a case that received considerable attention from the media.
(4) And then there was that feisty little Air Force First Lt. Kelly Flynn, who was forced out of the Force approxi
mately one month before Gen. Ralston's story broke. The charge against her was that she had lied and disobeyed a
superior's orders, all of which, of course, arose over an adulterous tryst with the spouse of a staff person.
Cisneros, Ralston, McKinney, Flynn - federal employees all, sworn to serve our nation in exemplary fashion, but,
appropriately in the minds of most, run out of town. But can we connect these almost-erased dots with the more
familiar ones: (5) Jennifer Flowers, with whom the President finally admitted having had an adulterous relationship this after he had repeatedly lied to the nation; (6) Paula Jones, who, as of this writing, is still kicking; (7) Kathleen
Willey - an exceedingly tragic case. This unfortunate woman - who had recently suffered the loss of her husband,
was a Democratic fund-raiser, and was purported to be a friend of the Clintons - had the unbelievably depressing
experience of having to rebuff the sexual advances of the President - this beside the Oval Office. (8) Pat Ireland,
President of N.O.W., provided unexpected and helpful insight by telling us in retrospect that the Lewinsky episode
was "consensual," whereas the Willey incident may have been "sexual assault." A powerfully damning concession,
particularly from a strategic political alley. (9) And, finally, Monica Lewinsky, a federal employee, only serves to
magnify the President's willingness to abuse public office — the highest public office in the land.
We have heard in these days frequent appeals to forgiveness - fromChristians, pundits, congressmen, and more.
Jesse Jackson, something of an exhibitionist himself, together with Philip Wogaman, Mr. Clinton's pastor, appeared
recently on television to remind the nation of the need for compassion as they mused on the sexual indiscretions of
King David. In the final analysis, they observed that divine forgiveness was extended to the king, following, yes,
adultery, murder, and cover-up. What the good Reverends conveniently forgot to tell us was that David in fact
incurred severe, excruciating consequencesfor his sins: loss of a son, loss of the opportunity to build the temple, and
ultimately, loss of a kingdom. (Let's tell the whole story, guys.)
Congress, the public and Mr. Clinton's self-chosen spiritual advisors would do well to reflect on the just-observed
Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, which offers a precise understanding of what wrongdoers must do to repair
themselves in the sight of God and man. Such lessons will preserve them from the temptation toward shotgun
forgiveness. (Genuine contrition, it should be noted, would lead an individual to voluntarily step down -out of fear of
God as well as fear of injury to the body politic.) "I take full responsibility" is meaningless unless it is accompanied by
a willingess to embrace the consequences.
Fundamental honesty, not sex, lies at the heart of our national dilemma. To exonerate Mr. Clinton is to enthrone
our own cultural pathologies and invite us all to join his corruption. Whiledishonesty, technically speakmg, may not
be impeachable, the President himself gives us compelling reasons for making it so:
(10) On October 17, 1997, Bill Clinton proclaimed the importance of personal character in the preservation of our
nation. In Presidential Proclamation #7043, the President of the United States stated:
Undeniably, character does count for our citizens...and our Nation, and this week we celebrate the importance of
character in our individual lives and in the life of our country... Now, therefore, I, William J. Clinton, President of
the United States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United
States, do hereby proclaim October 19 through October 25,1997 as National Character Counts Week. I call upon
the people of the United States, government officials, ...and business leaders to commemorate this week...
(11) On June 13,1996, in a speech endorsing national efforts to reduce teen pregnancy, Bill Clinton also stated:
'The other thing we have to do is take seriously the role in this problem of...older men who prey on underage
women... [emphasis added]. There arc consequences to decisions and...one way or another, people always wind up
being held accountable." Hmmm.
(12) And in 1974, in the aftermath of Watergate and while running for public office in the 3rd Congressional
District of the state of Arkansas, candidate Bill Clinton asserted [what was mistakenly attributed to this writer]: "Yes,
the President should resign. He has lied to the American people, time and time again, and betrayed their trust... He will
serve absolutely no purpose in finishing out his term, the only possible solution is for the President to save some
dignity and resign."
Thus, in accordance with the standard Mr. Clinton himself has publicly raised for government officials, national
leaders, and the broader populace, it is reasonable to call upon Mr. Clinton to acknowledge that self-same standard he
has raised — and violated — by removing himself from the office of President of the United States.
-Darvl Charles
He simply may not — he dare not — have it both ways.
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As Taylor's archivist, I have watched students come in to research the sculp
tures that adorn our campus. It is exciting to observe their perceptions of the
sculptures as they change from uninformed speculation to understanding the
symbolism and significance of these works. When one of my smdent employ
ees recently informed me that a student was researching TheFlexingo
on
in the archives, I anticipated that he would share such enlightenment with the
student body. However, "research" as collecting facts does not always lead to
understanding.
,
r
These sculptures have been challenging us for ten years. As a freshman, in
1988,1 observed their arrival. I listened as students "reacted" to the vanous
shapes and the locations given to these sculptures. At the time, such reactions
caused controversy. Students and faculty members tried to inform the student
body about the sculptures through lectures, articlesand brochures.As a student,
I was privileged to hear in chapel an exposition by Dr. Jay Kesler on the Hur
and its symbolism of the fall of Rome. His commentary integrated history,
symbolism, aesthetics, and spiritual understanding. As you can plainly see, Dr.
Kesler's thoughts strongly impacted me and broadened my understanding
(enough for me to remember them a decade later). This demonstrates how the
arts challenge us to expand our perceptions of our world. These sculptures
facilitate such growth.
_ .
Having had access to original sources, the author's comments in the Oct. 2
Echo on the "Flexing of Florida" were inappropriately sarcastic and mislead
ing. Obviously, this does not reflect the kind of scholarship and understanding
that we support at Taylor University.

—.Bonnie Houser (Class of '92), Assistant Professor, Archivist/Librarian
We read the article in last week's issue titled, "Local teen on life support,
and we feel a few corrections need to be made.
Amy Reichert's leukemia did not come back and attack her lungs. The
reason she needed this lung transplant was because of complications with the
bone marrow transplant that she had over a year ago. In fact, at her last
check-up they declared her 100% free of leukemia.
Also, the doctors don't know for sure the reason her new lungs have
stopped working. They have said however, that it isn't because of infection or
rejection (it's too early to tell). They put her on the life support machine to
give her lungs a chance to rest and heal on their own, hoping that they would
start taking over soon.
It was stated in the article that Amy "would be a senior...had she not missed
school." Amy is enrolled as a senior at Eastbrook High School, having been
tutored by teachers in the evenings, with a 4.0 grade point average and is
planning to graduate as valedictorian of the class this spring.
Amy is off the life support machine now, but the doctors still aren't sure
how her lungs will do on their own. Amy's situation is extremely critical.
Please keep her in your thoughts and especially in your prayers.

Accenting the truth:

—Dick and Luke Ehresman

Students, speak out
, When it rains it pours, and students
will run and play in it. But when there's
not a drop in the sky, no one will even
spit because the liquid's level of
devastation is unknown.
What does that mean? Well, from my
perception, students will jump right in to
messy puddles if they know everybody
else is doing it Then, it's fine to make a
splash. If everyone's already muddy,
they won't get mad about getting a little
bit more so.
But if there's nothing in the air, no one
wants to place something there. Or, they
at least won't put their name to it and
claim it. The typical Taylor student is
more fearful of starting a light mist than
they are about swimming in a flood.
You guys would rather drown with
everybody else than dare guess the
wrong way to the ark.
And that really scares me sometimes,
because I know that many of you are
considered greater leaders than I, and yet
you still won't boldly process and
proclaim your thoughts Because you
don't know what the joe next to you will
think about it
But let me tell you one thing guys:
there are going to be people in this world
who are going to tell you what they
don't like about what you think and who
you are. But if you're already afraid to
have your beliefs published in the
student newspaper of a Christian
college, I foresee crumbling in your

future.
If you fall away in your defense of our
faith and don't share your perceptions of
what is right and wrong based on your
faith, the dying world is going to do just
that, die. And the worid of the living
may not die an eternal death, but it may
die to this world a little less enlightened.
If you roll over and allow people to not
even have to aigue whether what they
think is right or wrong, you're
disservicing the unsaved and the saved
alike. Don't make it easy for anyone to
think anything. Make people think.
But also, when people say something
that's in disagreeemerit with who you
are, lovingly respond with your
reasoning. Tell them why you think
what you think and find out how your
ideas are dissimilar. Figure out who's
right and change your thoughts if it's not
you or encourage others to change theirs
if it is.
I mean, foiget about being an attack
dog. I don't think haiping too harshly on
anyone's case will do much good. But
well-mannerdly tell others what you
think about what they think. Remind
yourself and others that beliefs come
from beyond ourselves.
Hock a Ioogie, let it fall, and tell
whoever notices it that you feel it's of
heavenly descent That'll be the
conversation starter.Then, you'll need to
explain why.

-Jessica Barnes
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the reel enchilada
BY VIM* MANGANELO

In the movie Mrs. Doubtfire. Robin
Williams made me laugh so hard I
was sure I'd ruptured something. In
Awakenings, his tender character
moved me to weep. And his perfor
mance in Dead Poets Society left me
deeply inspired. I love the hairy little
guy. And that's why his latest effort,
What Dreams May Come, is such a
colossal disappointment. All he did
this time was give me a headache.
The film opens innocently enough,
with the endearing meeting of the
happy-go-lucky Chris Neilson (Wil
liams) and his futuri wife. We see
their wedding, their growing kids and
a lot of artsy, yet touching romance.
All of this is shot with some decid
edly interesting cinematography. But
then everybody goes and does the
darndest thing
they all die. Well
they have to, so that the director can
parade around his twisted view of the
afterlife for an hour and a half. Chris
and his kids go to some kind of
whacked-up
heaven
where
aristocraticly dressed people ride
around on unicycles and a blurry
Cuba Gooding Jr. (Jerry McGuire, As
Good as it Gets) floats around utter
ing philosophical nothings. But the
estranged wife, depressed about the
death of her husband and kids, does
a Ginsu job on her wrists, and sui
cides don't get to go to heaven. So
it's up to Chris to venture into Hell,
which is conveniently located just
across the lake from heaven, to res
cue his spouse.
Sounds ambitious and unique
doesn't it? Well even when I put aside
the complete rejection of biblical
truths, the bottom line is, this movie
just plain and simply doesn't work.
The film endlessly trips over itself
with an incoherent jumble of pain
fully boring flashbacks, corn ball act
ing, and boatloads of new age weirdness. When asked to comment about
What Dreams may Come,senior Ryan
Delp offered "Do some drugs, and
you could probably get the same ef
fect." Ryan really nailed it on the
head. And while neither me nor the
colorful Mr. Delp encourage sub
stance abuse, I can't see how it could
be much worse than this movie.
I hate to sound so negative, and
there are a few somewhat redeeming
qualities to this whole fiascb. Your
eyes are treated to some fairly incred
ible visuals, including some breath
taking landscapes and a brief but well
staged and suspenseful car wreck se
quence. And you could get caught
up in some very interesting and deep
conversations while discussing the
theological implications this movie
presents. And because of these things
I'm only going to give What Dreams
may Come a Corn Dog, but it was, at
least, a corn dog that was accidentally
dropped in a patty of Baked Scrod.
Don't worry Robin, I still love you.

'Paint-sniffers in the Woods'
". . . this show is not really
an art show so much as an
attempt to do archaeology
with a lens . . ."

by: senior Nicholas Corduan
-a photography exhibit in the
Rupp Communications Center

Arts/Leisure

On God and Dogs: A Book Review
Since the emergence of the animal
rights movement a few decades ago,
Christian theologians have shown
little interest in addressing the
concerns of its proponents. This fact
has not been lost on many defenders
of animal rights, who cite Christian
theology and practice as major
contributors to the history of cruelty
to animals in Western civilization.
Stephen Webb's recent book, On
God and Dogs (Oxford Press, 1998),
aims to rectify this problem by
developing a theology of compassion
for animals from a Christian
perspective. He mines the scriptures
and draws from oft-overlooked
sources in the history of Christian
thought (e.g., Ambrose, Tertullian, St.
Benedict, and John Wesley) to build
his case for a strong Christian duty of
compassion towards animals and, by
implication, a vegetarian diet.
Webb's argument pivots upon two
points, the notion of a peaceable
kingdom and the biblical concept of
stewardship. With regard to the first
point, God's work in the world through
Christ will ultimately result in the
everlasting kingdom of peace to which
the scriptures refer. The Hebrew
practice of animal sacrifice has been
abrogated in the messianic sacrifice of

Deuteronomy 12 (and more
Jesus, the Iamb of God. Thus, there is
no longer any levitical justification for extensively in Acts 10)? Here Webb
animal killing. Through this ultimate points out that this permission—the
sacrifice, all sacrifice is finished and original diet in the garden was
vegetarian (Gen. 1:29-30 )-is a
bloodshed is no longer necessary.
Now, Webb argues, as Christians we "provisional concession," perhaps
comparable to
should
the permission
strive to
to divorce or
live in such
God's granting
a way that
Israel's request
this peace
for a king. It
and grace
is a dietary
is
most
choice that,
evident in
says Webb,
our lives.
represents less
Simply
than God's
put, animal
best for us and
slaughter
is, in fact, "one
a
(
of the most
gruesomely
A CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY OF
obstinate and
violent and
COMPASSION FOR ANIMALS
tenacious
torturous
symptoms of
STEPHEN H. WEBB
process in
human sin."
America's
1TY/F a Tertwori ty Att^rgw LtKXty
In some
factory
societies, of
farms)
course, animal
directly
consumption
contradicts
is a practical necessity, due to the
the Christian message of peace. And
scarcity of nutritional alternatives. But
the meals we eat will either condone
Americans, especially, have no such
or protest this violence.
excuses. We eat meat mainly for
But what of the permission to eat
pleasure, and our enjoyment is the
meat which God grants us in

On GOD
and

DOGS -

V
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Jazz

by Aaron Nichols
What is jazz? It's a word we hear
often, but to most of us it remains a
mystery. Even the great jazz trumpeter,
Louis Armstrong, once commented
when asked to define jazz, "Man, if you
gotta ask you'll never know." The
gauntlet has been thrown.
To understand jazz you have to
understand its history. Bear with me
here. Nearly 150 years ago a primal
musical stew simmereyl in the southern
United States. Two styles were
flourishing. They were the dual
foundations on which jazz would build
African-based folk music and white
band music. In the 1850's, the two
styles would begin to gel into a Michael
Jackson-csque "it-don't-matter-ifyou're-black-or-white" combination.
Plantation songs were being sung by
slaves and a style called "minstrelsy"
was created by the white community
to mimic these plantation songs. In the
first years of the twentieth-century
ragtime, blues and marching band
music were all beginning to
conglomerate into what would later be
considered the roots of jazz.
Jazz was officially born between 1910
and 1920 in a town already known for
its musical diversity (among other
things)-New Orleans.
With a
combination of African-American and
Creole music, the "Jazz Age" of the
1920's began. The hotbed of creativity
for this new genre soon moved to the
windy city of Chicago. The kings of
early jazz, Duke Ellington and Count
Basie, went crazy writing and
conducting scads of music. Ellington
alone in his fifty year career wrote 1500
songs!
The thirties saw Swing or Big-Band
take over the consciousness of the
nation. Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller
and others were touring all across the
country with racially-mixed ensembles.

These fifteen member groups looked
much like a multiracial version of our
Taylor Jazz Band. This period would
be the first time jazz gained a wide
audience. Because of jazz's cultural
origins and questionable moral stance,
white orchestras had to embrace jazz
before Jon and Jane Doe would dare to
jump On the bandwagon.
As jazz continued to expand and
diversify in the 1940's, Bebop (later
shortened to "Bop") was bom. This
new permutation shifted the focus from
melody to harmony and the rhythms
became more elaborate. Charlie Parker

(Bird), Dizzy Gillespie (Diz), and
Thelonius Monk (Thelonius Monk)
were three of the major influences.
Cool Jazz was the next evolution. In
the 1950's Bop was slowed down,
relaxed, and melodically simplified.
The jazz standards (songs that were
lovedand covered by everybody) began
to be defined and improvisation took
the forefront. Soloists and combo
leaders Miles Davis, Stan Getz, and
Dave Brubeck defined the style. Some
artists rebelled against this trend,
however, and developed a neo-Bop
style called Hard Bop. Yes, it was really
called Hard Bop.
John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, and
Cannonball Adderly (my favorite) were
the founders. This form was
characteristically big in every way. The
Hard-Bop combos (groups of around

five members) were known for their
intense searing solos, explosive
crackling rhythm, and uncompromising
intensity.
After the fifties, jazz diversified even
faster. Modal Jazz, Free Jazz, Latin
Jazz, and Fusion were created. (You
will not be tested on this.) Basically,
the sixties and seventies saw jazz
combine with all pre-existing genres Latin, Rock, Classical. These decades
are- to some the pinnacle of the jazz
movement. My opinion is, aside from
some kick-booty Cuban funk, this was
a relatively dry time for jazz.
The eighties to the present have
brought about a resurrection of Bop
known as Contemporary Jazz.
Unfortunately, they also brought us
Kenny G. (I do not apologize to Kenny
Gfans. He is evil.) Where jazz will go
from here, no-one knows.. But, if
history serves as precedent, the
mutations and evolutions of this genre
will continue and jazz will always be
with us.
Whew, we made it. Now, since we
know what jazz is, we can stop being
intimidated by it and start listening to
some of it. I know, you might still be
asking, "Why should I start listening?"
Well, I'll tell you smarty-pants. The
Compton Encyclopedia calls jazz "the
most significant form of musical
expression of African-American culture
and arguably the most outstanding
contribution the United States has made
to the art of music." If that doesn't
convince you, how about this powerful
quote fromThelonius Monk. "Jazz and
freedom gohand in hand. That explains
it. You think about it and dig it."
Jazz was a music bom in slavery but
now, my gentle readers, it has become
a song of freedom for everyone.
Drummer Art Blakey said it best when
he proclaimed, "No America- NoJazz."
If you want to understand this diverse,
beautiful, free country of ours, you have
to understand and listen to jazz.

direct result of cruelty and violence.
The second, and perhaps most
important, consideration in Webb's case
for animal compassion, is the matter
of Christian stewardship. He notes that
like all of nature, animals are God's
gifts to us. However, from a biblical
perspective, we are properly conceived
as caretakers of what we have been
given. But to destroy God's living
creatures without good reason (i.e. for
self-defense or nutritional necessity) is
unnecessary violence-making, not
caretaking. Thus, vegetarianism is a
natural expression of the thoughtful
Christian's desire to be a
compassionate, biblical caretaker.
For those who sense a spirit of
legalism in the argument, Webb adds
that "avoiding meat does not restrict the
traditional theological theme of
Christian freedom by subjecting God's
grace to legalistic requirements.
Instead it continues the Jewish
insistence that all of life should be
related to God's intentions and guided
by God's compassion."
I highly recommend Webb's On God
and Dogs. It is a valuable contribution
to this important issue, neglected by
Christians for too long.
-Dr. Jim Spiegel,
professor of philosophy

Classic
Recordings
Louis ArmstrongLaughtn' Louis

Count BasieThe Best of Count Basie

John Coltrane Giant Steps

Miles DavisBirth of the Cool
Kind of Blue

Duke EllingtonThe Blanton-Webster Suite

Ella FitzgeraldEUa and Louis
Pure Ella

Dizzy GillespieSonny Side Up

Benny GoodmanCarnegie Hall Jazz Concert

Charles MingusNew Tijuana Moods

Thelonious MonkThe Best of Thelonious Monk

Charlie Parker-

BirdartdDiz
Jazz atMassey Hall

Internet
Resources
"jazzcentralstatIon.com"
"all-jazz.com"
"jass.com"
"technoir.net/jazz/"

"resite.net/lushlives/"
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Football Team Dominates 48-0
GEOFF HOFFMANN

Sports Editor '

ABBIE REESE/The Echo

Angela Onlinghouse watches as Amy Croft and Laurie Dunkerton fail to
block a spike in Wednesday's win against Grace.

FINAL

TENNIS STANDINGS

8-3 (4-2 MCC)
MEN'S
Tournament....at Indianapolis Tennis Center Oct 8-10
6-4 (4-3 MCC)
WOMEN'S
Tournament... at Indianapolis Tennis Center Oct 8-10

and Micky Dockery and Mike
Moser added 24 and32 yard field
goals respectively.
The Trojans moved up two spots
to the No. 22 position in this
week's NAIA poll. Taylor will host
Iowa Wesleyan College on
Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

travel to Anderson on October 7.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
The Trojans, ranked No. 5 in the
nation, placed second at the Notre
Dame Invitational on October 3.
Taylor scored 30 points, while
Notre Dame won the meet with
59 points. The Trojans finished
ahead of such schools as Buffalo,
Arkansas State, and WisconsinGreen Bay.
Gabe Rop won his fifth victory
of the year in "25:52, Tim Kitonyi
was third with 24:33, while Jon
Tabor placed 10th (24:49). Taylor
will run at the Asbury Invitational
on October 10.

FOOTBALL
The Taylor University football
team once again dominated a
game on both sides of the turf,
smashing Trinity International
University 48-0 in the Mid-States
Football Association opener for VOLLEYBALL
The Lady Trojans, now ranked
both teams on October 3.
No.
21 in the NAIA, easily
A week after losing to Tiffin
defeated»Grace
College 15-5, 15University, the Trojans showed no
10,
15-5
in
an
MCC match on
mercy to Trinity.
The Taylor defense displayed Wednesday.
Brittany Huyser had 16 kills and
why it is No. 1 in the NAIA,
holding the opponents to just 13 a .583 attack percentage. Amy
rushing yards and only 87 total Croft added 11 kills and nine digs.
Croft was named the MCC
MEN'S SOCCER
yards. Taylor also limited Trinity
The men's soccer team was
Player of the Week for her
to just two first downs all day.
narrowly defeated 1-0 by Earlham
The Taylor offense was also performance last week, along with
College on Tuesday. Goalkeeper
stellar, running for 408 yards and Heather Pickerell, named the MCC
Nate Marquardt made seven
passing for 162. The team Setter of the Week.
This win was the 39th
saves. Taylor (5-6) will host St.
recorded a new team record of 32
consecutive home win for the
Francis this Saturday starting at 3
first downs.
team,
bringing
its
record
to
an
"We just had a good team effort
p.m.
from start to finish," head coach outstanding 18-4 (3-0 MCC). The
WOMEN'S CROSS
Steve Wilt stated. "Everyone kept volleyballer's next game will be
their focus. Even when the guys held in the glimmering, newly
COUNTRY.
The Lady Trojans took second
came off the bench late in the renovated Don Odle Gymnasium.
This weekend,Taylor travels to the
place at the 12th annual Earlham
game, they executed very well."
Quarterback Jon Jenkins was Sports Authority Challenge at the
Invitational by scoring 62 points.
Hanover College won the meet
extremely productive in this game, University of Michigan-Dearborn.
with 44 points. Jamie Jorg placed
running for four touchdowns of 56,
fifth with a time of 20:33, Judy
15, 19 and 41 yards respectively, WOMEN'S SOCCER
The Lady Trojans defeated host
Thompson was 8th with 20:42,
and completed 9 of 19 passes for
and Julie Nor was 12th (20:52).
a total of 127 yards. Quinn Anderson University by a score of
Taylor travels to IPFW
Hirschy had 199 yards rushing on 3-0 on Wednesday. The team was
Invitational on October 9.
20 carries with two touchdowns; led by goals from Jessica Green,
Becky Painter and Melinda
Simpson. Goalkeeper Karen
MI.B PLAYOFFS 1998
Phelps was solid on the defensive
AL
wasting my time." Senior comer end, blocking six shots at the goal.
New York-1 Cleveland-1
back Andy Krider also maintains This win was not only the team's
NL
discipline, "just working hard and third in a row, but was the fifth
San Diego-2 Atlanta-0
getting my homework done." shutout of the year. Taylor (5-3) will
Former Trojan football player
Robert Bell agrees with
Brummond. "Budgeting your time
and prioritizing your time is a must
when you're involved in a sport,"
he says.
CONGRATULATIONS J.R. Briggs!
Not every player in sports is
He won You Make the Call this week,
guaranteed success, fame and
picking
eight of the games correctly.
recognition. So is it worth it? These
UMTC
is
fun and easy to play.
guys think so. "I do get stressed
WHAT YOU WIN: a FREE 8" one item
out," Brummund admits. He also
pizza courtesy of T.O.P.P.I.T.
realizes that involvement in a sport
HOW YOU WIN: Circle the teams
is a commitment and a sacrifice of
which you believe will win and drop
time and energy. But he is grateful,
your entry in the box at the Wengatz
not regretful. "God gave me the
desk, or simply email me at
ability to play football, and I play
geoff_hoffmann@tayloru.edu before
to the best of my ability. God gives
NOON on Saturday.
me so much joy when I play
NFL games:
football, it's what Tlove to do," he
Buffalo® Indianapolis
explains.
Pittsburgh @Cincinatti
Bell also maintians that it has been
Carolina®
Dallas .
worth it. Although it hasn't been
Chicago
@
Arizona
easy for Bell, he has no negative
Denver @ Seattle
thoughts on his college career.
San Diego @OaKland
Bell says, "I wouldn't trade
Atlanta@NY Giants
anything for the experience I've had
being a part of this football team,
San Franciso® N.Orleans
and the education that I've received
TIE BREAKER—NY JetS@St.Louis (winners ineligible for 2 weeks)
here at Taylor has been invaluable."

Brummund, others setting the standard
GEOFF HOFFMANN

Sports Editor
The long road trips. The grueling
practices every day. The roller
coaster emotions of winning and
losing. These are just a few of the
factors which college athletes must
endure during a regular season.
"And where do academics fit in?"
you might ask. A ccording to a
Starr data analysis, only 35 percent
of Div. I football teams and 13
percent of basketball teams
graduate players at the same rate
as students. Although Taylor
athletics is not NCAA caliber, there
is still an equal amount of time,
pressure and dedication involved in
every sport. Is it possible to
maintain a high academic standard
and participate in college athletics?
Is it worth it in the long run?
Seniors Pete Brummund, Andy
Krider and Bob Bell are examples
of those who have maintained that
standard while playing in college
football. Bell, Brummund and
Krider were named NAIA AllAmerican Scholar Athletes last
year.
Brummund, a senior running
back from Watertown, Wisconsin,

maintained a 3.72 grade point
average last year while eamin
respect as a leader on the Trojan
football team. He was also named

YOU MAKE DC CALL

Pete Brummund
to the MSFA All-Academic Team
in 1997.
Brummund humbly offers two
keys to his success in the integration
of sports and the classroom. 'Time
management and discpline have to
be the two main keys," Brummund
said. "Academics take an equal
amount of time [as sports], and
there has to be a balance between
the two," Brummund said. "
Discipline means doing what I have
to do and not fooling around and

